The alignment errors correction of segmented Fresnel primary mirror in multiple imaging scenes is simulated. Based on the linear relationship between five kinds of alignment errors and modulation transfer function metric or image frequency domain metric, an iterative correction method is introduced to compensate the alignment errors of segmented Fresnel lens at five degrees of freedom. The correction capability under point target imaging and the effect of alignment error correction under extended target imaging are studied. The simulation results show that the proposed correction scheme can effectively correct the alignment error when the rms value of segmented Fresnel primary mirror is less than 0.7λ. This method does not need to add any additional devices to the telescope, but optimizes directly based on the images, and is independent of the spatial structure of the imaging target. It may be suitable for fine phasing correction of segmented membrane diffractive optical telescope in orbit.
Introduction
The membrane diffractive optical telescope replaces the traditional optical elements with lightweight binary optical elements, which significantly reduces the weight of the imaging system, and because of the transmission configuration of elements, the requirement of surface tolerance of primary mirror is more relaxed. Therefore, it has become a research hotspot of lightweight, large aperture and high-resolution space imaging system. The successful implementation of the Eyeglass program [1] and the subsequent Membrane Optical Imager Real-time Exploitation (MOIRE) program [2] , [3] which sponsored by DARPA make it possible to develop space optical telescopes with tens of meters of aperture. However, due to the limitation of current micro-fabrication ability, the aperture influence of alignment error on system imaging performance perhaps can be reflected by PSF and MTF in spatial and frequency domains, respectively.
It is generally known that the PSF and MTF of imaging system can be easily obtained when the image target is the ideal point source, while in the case of extended target imaging, the above two kinds of information are difficult to obtain directly. Actually, the incoherent image I(x i , y i ) of the extended source is the convolution of the object intensity function I 0 (x i , y i ) and the PSF of imaging system h(x i , y i ).
The frequency domain information G(ξ, η) collected by the imaging system is the result of OTF modulation of the frequency domain information of the target O(ξ, η). The relationship between image frequency domain information and OTF of imaging system H (ξ, η) can be expressed by:
where, (ξ, η) is the frequency coordinate, |H (ξ, η)| is the MTF of the imaging system. The alignment errors reduce the integral area of MTF, which also weaken the image frequency domain information in some frequency bands. Therefore, if the alignment structure is continuously adjusted to optimize the frequency domain information of the imaging system iteratively, the MTF of the system will be optimized indirectly, thus improving the imaging performance of the segmented primary mirror.
Segmented Fresnel Primary Mirror and Coordinates
Firstly, in order to facilitate the analysis, the optical synthetic aperture structure similar to that in the reflective segmented optical telescope is adopted here [19] , [20] , and the SFPM model is shown in Fig. 1 . A Fresnel zone plate with diameter 3d is cut into five segmented Fresnel lens (SFL). The SFL5 with aperture d is located in the center of the SFPM. The other four SFLs (SFL1∼SFL4) with the same aperture are arranged at 90 degrees intervals. The focal length of the SFPM is f and the central wavelength of the imaging wave band is λ. We first define the circular pupil function P 0 (x, y ).
The generalized pupil function of SFL with alignment errors can be expressed as follows:
where the m represents the serial number of SFL. The W m (x, y ) is the wave-front aberration introduced by alignment errors. The generalized pupil function of SFPM can be expressed as the convolution of a circular pupil function and a set of two-dimensional Dirac delta function.
The N is the total number of SFLs. Then, the light field distribution on the image plane (x i , y i ) can be express by:
By substituting Eq. (3)∼(5) into Eq. (6), the U (x i , y i ) is expressed as follows.
If L is used to represent the Fourier transform of the pupil function of SFLs.
Then Eq. (7) can be expressed as:
The PSF of SFPM can be expressed as:
exp (− jkW n (x n , y n )) exp j2π
Since the |L| 2 is the PSF of a single SFL, it is obvious that the PSF of SFPM is not only a superposition of all SFLs, but also contains the superposition of the coherence terms between the SFLs. Thus, the MTF of SFPM can be obtained.
Where the MT F m (ξ, η) is the MTF of SFL. the MTF of SFPM contain the corresponding coherence terms due to the PSF coherence terms of SFL1∼SFL5. As a result, the MTF coverage area of the SFPM is enlarged, so that the imaging system can obtain higher resolution. The focus and basis of this paper is that the coherence terms of MTF are related to the phase difference k (W n − W m ) between any two SFLs. Only when the phase difference is an integer multiple of 0 or 2π , can the MTF coherence term reach its maximum. Therefore, the MTF of the SFPM can be improved by correcting the alignment error of each SFL and keeping the phase of the SFPM consistent.
The Alignment Error Models
Every SFL generally have six degrees of freedom, which are translation along horizontal axis of lens (x axis), translations along vertical axis of lens (y axis), translation along optical axis (z axis), rotation around horizontal axis of lens (x axis), rotation around vertical axis of lens (y axis) and rotation around the optical axis (z axis). In order to measure the degree of alignment errors of each SFL, the center SFL5 is used as the reference plane. When there are no alignment errors, the wave-front aberration function W 5 (x, y ) is zero. Then the five types of alignment errors of SFL1 are shown in Fig. 2 .
In particular, because of the central symmetric structure of the SFPM, the rotation around the optical axis will not change its focal length, but rotates the pupil position of the SFL, which will not affect the total light intensity. Besides, the optical path difference (OPD) of the SFL is only related to the rotation angle θ z and the aperture of SFL. OPD = 2d sin(θ z/2). When the rotation angle θ z is very small, the sin(θ z/2) is close to zero, so the OPD as well as the alignment errors caused by the rotation around the optical axis can be approximately ignored compared with the other five degree of freedom of the SFL. Except for the sixth degree of freedom, according to the optical path difference introduced by five kinds of alignment errors, the corresponding wave-front aberrations can be expressed as:
where the x, y and z represent the translation error along the x, y and z axis respectively. θ x and θ y are the rotation errors around the x and y axis. Eqs. (12)- (16) show that the wave-front aberration of SFL is zero only when the five kinds of alignment errors are all zero, so the wave-front aberrations caused by the five kinds of alignment errors are linearly independent. So, the total wave-front aberration W 1 (x, y ) of SFL1 can be expressed as:
According to Eq. (11), the phase difference between SFL1 and reference SFL5 will decreases when the wave-front aberrations W 1 (x, y ) is compensated. As a result, the MTF coherence term of the two SFLs is will also enhanced. Because SFL1∼SFL4 is centrosymmetric about SFL5, the other three SFLs can get the same results as SFL1. That is to say, the phase difference between SFL5 and SFL1-SFL4 is the smallest and the corresponding MTF coherence term is the largest when the alignment errors of SFL1-SFL4 are corrected, thus the MTF of the whole SFPM is improved. In summary, The MTF of SFPM is directly related to the alignment errors of each SFL. If some appropriate metrics can be extracted from MTF to feedback control the alignment mechanism to iteratively compensate the alignment errors, then the alignment errors will be corrected to improve the imaging performance of the segmented Fresnel primary mirror.
Definition of MTF Metrics
The alignment errors do not affect the spatial cut-off frequency of MTF, but reduces the integral area of MTF, which affects the imaging contrast of the system in different frequency domains. Based on the mathematical relationship between MTF and alignment errors of SFL, the increase of MTF integral area in frequency domain means the reduction of alignment error. Therefore, in this paper, referring to the Delphine D´ebarre's research [21] , the integral area of MTF information is selected as the metric.
In point target imaging, the MTF of the system can be obtained directly by Fourier transform of the collected PSF. Then, the MTF metric of alignment errors in point target imaging is expressed as follows:
where the r is a space frequency vector. Since the full-band integration of MTF can effectively represent the effect of alignment errors on MTF, and thus better feedback alignment errors correction, the R1 is set to the cut-off frequency of MTF. If we introduce the Eq. (11) and Eq. (17) into the Eq. (18) and set the r to a fixed value, it can be seen that the MTF metric J p is related to the W (x, y ) caused by alignment errors. Since the first item on the right side of Eq. (11) is always a fixed value, the alignment errors introduce a modulating factor cos(k (W n − W m )) to the remaining coherence terms, and finally changes the MTF of the SPFM. Therefore, the Eq. (11) can be simplified as follows:
where the a is the MTF m (ξ, η), and the b represents the coherence terms of MTF between SFLs. Accordingly, the J p also can be written as: In order to verify the correlation between the MTF metric and five kinds of alignment errors, the J p are obtained by theoretical calculation and image-based simulation calculation, respectively. the peak-to-valley value (PV) and the root-mean-square value (rms) of SFL are used to describe the alignment error. The specific parameters of the SFPM are set as follows: the aperture d is Ф500mm, focal length f is 10 meters, the central wavelength λ is 632.8 nm. The results of SFL1 are shown in Fig. 3 .
As can be seen from the Fig. 3 , the theoretical results of MTF metrics are highly consistent with the simulation results. Besides, with the increase of five kinds of alignment errors of SFL1, the corresponding rms values synchronously increase linearly, and the J p shows a linear downward trend in a certain range alignment error. Each kind of alignment error has different influence on the J p . Furthermore, if the alignment errors of SFL1 continue to increase, the metric curves will enter the next shorter approximate linear interval, which may reverse the linear relationship between the alignment errors and the J p . Therefore, when the rms value is less than 0.7λ, we can use the J p as the feedback to compensate the alignment errors of each SFL iteratively in the approximate linear interval, so that the alignment errors of each sub-mirror can be corrected. Similarly, in extended target imaging, we can also establish an approximate linear relationship between J e and alignment errors. However, due to the difference of O(r, θ ), the J e does not have a unified reference standard. Therefore, we do not simulate the correlation between alignment errors and J e here. The actual correction effects will be shown in Section 4.
Design of Correction Experiment

Iterative Algorithms
Because the alignment errors are approximately linear with the optimization metric J, the variation of random disturbances and optimization metrics are also approximately linear. Therefore, the traditional stochastic parallel gradient descent algorithm (SPGD) [22] , [23] can be applied to this kind of linear iteration problem. Based on the approximate linear relation, the estimation of gradient information is more accurate, and the convergence of the SPGD algorithm is more stable and faster. The iteration process can be expressed by the following equation. 
where u are the correction values for each alignment errors in k iteration. u is the random perturbations with fixed amplitude, whose amplitude is determined by the sensitivity of the MTF metric to five kinds of alignment errors. i is the number of alignment error types. The J means gradient estimation in k iteration. The k is iteration number. The α represents the gain coefficient which can be used to adjust the size of the control parameter corrections.
Optimization Scheme
In this paper, the simulation study of misalignment correction is carried out according to the SFPM model shown in Fig. 1 . The specific simulation process is as follows: Firstly, the alignment errors of SFL1-SFL4 are randomly produced, the distorted PSF of the segmented Fresnel primary mirror is simulated and calculated. Then the MTF is obtained by Fourier transform. According to the information of MTF, the evaluation metrics selected in this paper is calculated. Then, based on the process described in Eqs. (21)-(23), the change of MTF metric is determined by applying positive and negative perturbations, and then the gradient is calculated. Finally, applying the calculated disturbance into the five degree of freedom, an iteration correction in single segmented Fresnel lens is completed. The overall optimization scheme of SFPM is shown in Fig. 4 .
In the correction process of SFPM, the SFLs are optimized iteratively, and the mostly alignment errors of SFLs are finally corrected through multiple iterations between the four SFLs. In addition, considering that each SFLs takes the SFL5 as the same reference standard, the residual piston error between SFLs will affect the common phase of SFPM. Therefore, in order to eliminate the piston error between SFLs, the translation error along z-axis will be optimized accurately to ensure that the alignment errors of the whole SFPM is corrected well.
Results and Discussion
Point Target Imaging
In order to simulate the fixed alignment errors introduced in the assembly process, A group of alignment errors are randomly applied to SFL1∼SFL4 within the linear range between alignment errors and J p . The specific values of PV and rms are shown in Table 1 . Before correction, the PV and rms value of SFPM are 3.421λ and 0.496λ respectively. The correction results are shown in Fig. 5 and Table 1 .
From the results of Fig. 5(a1, b1) , it can be seen that the PV value of SFPM has been greatly reduced to 0.401λ, and the rms value has also been reduced to 0.047λ after 1000 times correction. The peak value of PSF increased from 2716 ADU to 4078ADU. The approximate Strehl Rate (SR) is calculated by gaussian approximation method [24] . Its value rises from 0.663 to 0.996, which is close to the diffraction limit imaging. In addition, Fig. 5(a3, b3) show that the MTF of the system is well enhanced near the intermediate frequency component. The results in Table 1 show that the residual PV values of SFL1∼SFL4 are optimized to below 0.25λ and corresponding rms values are less than λ/14. This means that the SFL1∼SFL4 are all perfectly imaged according to the Maréchal criterion [7] . For further simulating the random alignment error during on-orbit operation, 1000 groups of alignment errors are generated randomly. The correction process will continue until the number of iterations of the four SFLs exceeds 1000. Then, we arrange the randomly alignment errors from small to large according to rms values, and the correction results are shown in Fig. 6 .
From Fig. 6(a) , we can see that the proposed correction scheme can significantly correct the alignment errors of the SFPM when the rms value of wave-front is less than 0.68 λ. Most of the residual rms values are less than 0.07λ, and the SR are greater than 0.95 after correction, which make the SFPM perfect imaging. However, when the alignment error is too large to make the rms value greater than 0.7λ, the residual rms values after correction are larger than the original. Although the SR maintains only a small decrease, the phase difference of SFPM have already exceeded 2π . This is because when the alignment errors exceed the certain range, the approximate linear relationship between the alignment errors and the MTF metrics will enter a reverse correlation interval. consequently, the alignment errors are corrected in the opposite direction, which results in a larger alignment error than the original value. This result validates the inference derived from the result of Fig. 3 . In addition, the results of Fig. 6(b) show that those alignment errors which do not exceed the correction ability have good and stable correction effect after 600 times alignment error corrections, and the iteration numbers of per SFL does not exceed 150 times. The smaller the alignment errors, the fewer corrections needed. Therefore, it can be seen that our method is a feasible and economical choice for alignment errors correction without increasing the complexity of the imaging system.
Extended Target Imaging
At the beginning of simulation, the ideal extended image and random alignment errors are taken as the initial input parameters. Based on the initial alignment errors, the corresponding wavefront can be calculated, and then through the Fourier transform, the PSF of the system can be obtained. The degraded image can be obtained by convolution of the input image and the system PSF. Then the image metric of the extended target is calculated, and the correction momentum of alignment errors are obtained by the SPGD algorithm. The correction momentum of wavefront is generated by Eqs. (12)∼ (17) , and then subtracted from the initial wavefront. The residual wavefront will be carried into the next iteration until the rms values of wavefront of SFPM are less than λ/14.
In the extended target imaging, as can be seen from Eq. (2), although the MTF cannot be obtained directly from the image, it can be optimized indirectly by optimizing the frequency domain information G(r, θ ) of the image when the imaging target O(r, θ ) is determined. Therefore, the MTF metric of alignment errors in extended target imaging can be expressed by the integral value of the 
The metric of the extended target is equivalent to the weighted average of the MTF metrics of all the point targets constituting the extended target, which is not exactly the same as the point target. However, the metric will be modulated by the extended imaging target O(r, θ ). Therefore, the different extended targets will change the initial value of the optimized metric, which does not affect the implementation of the correction algorithm, only changes iterations number. Therefore, there will be different correction levels between the extended target and the point target.
In order to verify the correction ability of extended target imaging in different scenes, two monochromatic extended target images are selected, each image is 512 × 512 pixels. We named them "Nebula" and "Remote Sensing". Nebula image is taken from deep space objects and remote sensing image is taken from Earth Observation objects. The diffraction limit images of the two scenes are shown in Fig. 8 .
Subsequently, the two groups of alignment errors generated randomly are taken as the initial state, and the actual image of imaging system is obtained by convolution of the distorted PSF and the extended target image. the optimization index J e is obtained from the image frequency domain information, and SPGD algorithm is used to iteratively correct the alignment error. In each scene, two sets of alignment error correction experiments were carried out to verify the correction ability in the case of misalignments which are in the same direction or in different direction. The results are shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 . Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show that although the two images have different structures and spatial frequencies, the alignment errors of the SFPM have been significantly improved by optimizing the integration of spatial frequency components. In the case of the two kinds of misalignments, the rms values of two groups of alignment errors are all corrected below λ/14 after hundreds of corrections, and the SFPM meets the ideal imaging requirements. Therefore, the imaging resolution of the two scenes are obviously improved and the images become clear. In addition, although the two images have different spatial frequency components, the same initial alignment errors can also be corrected by the optimization scheme and metrics, which means that the method is independent of the structure of the imaging target, and only related to the characteristics of SFPM.
It should be noticed that the wavefront, as an intermediate parameter, is added for simulation convenience, but there is no wavefront term in the actual correction process, and the correction of alignment errors will be directly feedback controlled by the image metric and SPGD algorism. (Fig. 9 ) TABLE 3 The Imaging Performance Under the Second Group of Alignment Errors (Fig. 10) Therefore, the peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) and structural similarity index (SSIM) of image are adapted to quantitative evaluate the image quality after corrected. The definitions of these indicators are as follows:
SSIM(x, y ) = (2μ x μ y + c 1 )(2σ xy + c 2 ) (μ 2
x + μ 2 y + c 1 )(σ 2
Where n is the number of bits per pixel, MSE represents the mean square error between original image and processed image. In the SSIM, the μ x and μ y are the mean value of image x and image y, the σ 2 x and σ 2 y are the variance of image x and image y. the σ xy is the covariance of image x and y, c 1 and c 2 are constants used to maintain stability. The index before and after correction in the original manuscript Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 are shown in Table 2 and Table 3 .
Since the original input image in the simulation are ideal image which shown in Fig. 8 , the resolution of the input image will be reduced after convolution with the PSF of the segmented membrane diffractive optical telescope. Therefore, even if the alignment errors are completely corrected, the resolution of the output image cannot achieve the level shown in Fig. 8 . So, compare to the ideal image, the original image of the Nebula with no alignment errors have the PSNR 17.601 and SSIM 0.791. The PSNR and SSIM of original image of the Remote sensing are 16.078 and 0.747 respectively. After correction, the two groups of the PSNR and SSIM both are greater than 98% of the original value, which can confirm the result of perfect imaging.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have introduced a method to correct the alignment errors directly based on images in different imaging scenes. The approximate analytical expressions between alignment errors and MTF metrics are derived and verified by numerical simulation. Then, the alignment errors correction of segmented Fresnel primary mirror in multiple imaging scenes is simulated, The results show that using the integral value of MTF as the optimization metric in a point target imaging, and selecting the integral value of the image frequency domain in the extended target imaging, the alignment errors can be effectively compensated in both imaging scenes. The optimization scheme proposed in this paper can be independent of the spatial structure of the image. It may provide an economical and feasible fine phasing correction scheme for segmented membrane diffractive optical telescope in orbit.
